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Abstract

Introduction
Protein domains are the structural and functional units of proteins. The ability to parse proteins into
different domains is important for effective classi�cation, understanding of protein structure, function
and evolution and is hence biologically relevant. Several computational methods are available to identify
domains in the sequence. Domain �nding algorithms often employ stringent thresholds to recognize
sequence domains. Identi�cation of additional domains can be tedious involving intense computation
and manual intervention but can lead to better understanding of overall biological function. In this
context, the problem of identifying new domains in the unassigned regions of a protein sequence
assumes a crucial importance. We report the availability of a convenient server for the domain prediction
in unassigned regions in proteins \(PURE) which can be accessed at
"http://caps.ncbs.res.in/PURE/":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/PURE/ **Introduction** Protein domains are the
structural and functional units of proteins and represent one of the most useful levels to understand
protein function. Analysis of proteins at the level of domain families has had a profound impact on the
study of individual proteins. The availability of information on additional co-existing domains can
provide knowledge about the overall function of a protein. The word ‘domain’ was coined by Wetlaufer 1

to suggest the presence of compact substructures within protein folds: such domains are called
‘structural domains’. Soon, biochemical experiments proved that some domains are capable to be an
independent folding unit: such domains are called ‘folding domains’. Amongst several proteins involved
in signal transduction, individual domains might be responsible for carrying out a speci�c function such
that the whole gene is capable of multi-tasking in response to the requirements and be recruited in
particular biochemical pathways: such domains are called ‘functional domains’. In many instances, these
domains and their boundaries might coincide. They can be de�ned using multiple criteria, or
combinations of criteria, including evolutionary conservation, discrete functionality and the ability to fold
independently 2. Several reports have reviewed the domain architectures of members of protein families
to suggest overall function of whole proteins \(for example 3-6, for phosphatases). Protein domain
discovery using various computational approaches has been progressing steadily over the past 35 years
7. The identi�cation of protein domains within a polypeptide chain can be achieved in several ways.
Methods applied by classi�cation databases such as the Dali Domain Dictionary 8, CATH 9, SCOP 10,
DIAL 11, HOMSTRAD 12 employ structural data to locate and assign domains. Such structural data could
be queried using objective algorithms \(for example, SCOP information is organized in SUPERFAMILY
database as Hidden Markov Models \(HMM) 13). Identi�cation of domains at the sequence level most
often relies on the detection of global and local sequence alignments between a given target sequence
and domain sequences found in databases such as Pfam 14. These organized databases of sequence
domain families can also be queried using objective HMM algorithms. Continuing efforts to improve
domain identi�cation have produced wealth of different algorithms like the very recently developed
DOMAC 15, DOMPRED 16 or DomainDiscovery 17 \(see Bioinformatics Link Directory for a comprehensive
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list of available servers in this �eld18). However, di�culties in elucidating the domain content of a given
sequence still arise when searching the target sequence against sequence or structural databases
resulting in a lack of signi�cant matches. For example, _Mycoplasma genitalium_ is a small genome with
483 proteins but only 386 protein sequences have known Pfam hits with 56% residue coverage 19

emphasizing the need to further explore other methods for domain assignment from sequence. These are
largely due to reasons such as high evolutionary divergence, distant similarities and incomplete or
unequal representation of protein families in sequence space 20, 21. Though, similar approaches of
integrating multiple, sensitive database search to detect distant homologues has been reported as a
successful method to establish remote homology22, 23, we have recently shown that it is possible to
enhance prediction of domains by 25% through indirect connections, namely consulting the domain
architecture of sequence homologues 24. In this paper, we report the availability of a bioinformatics
protocol as a web server called **PURE** \(domain Prediction in unassigned regions in proteins), which
will enhance the domain predictions. PURE protocol utilizes the concept of Intermediate Sequence Search
\(ISS) 22 to assign functional domain to a given unassigned region with the help of connecting
sequences. Whereas the concept of ISS is classically applied for sequence similarity at the whole protein
level22, in this protocol, we make use of the property that homologous sequences could adopt similar
domain architectures and where sequence homology exists at different domains, such an extrapolation
of domain architectures is plausible. Unassigned regions in proteins are examined in the non-redundant
sequence \(NR) database, using PSI-BLAST, for homologues at stringent thresholds. Representative
homologues, identi�ed at the unassigned region, are traced back to their full-length sequences and
subject to time-intensive hmmpfam search that enables the delineation of domain architectures of all
homologues. Where a direct hmmpfam search could not yield any relationship to a pre-existing protein
domain family, we have earlier shown that as much as 25% of connections could be obtained by
following the indirect assignment of domains. These are termed as ‘indirect connections’. Indirect
connections between the query and distantly related domain is established through a powerful procedure
using PSI-BLAST hits which are individually routed through a rigorous hmmpfam search against Pfam
database 25. In addition, PURE server automatically provides other structurally relevant �ndings such as
the prediction of coiled coils and transmembrane helices.

Equipment
A computer with access to the internet and a web browser. **EQUIPMENT SETUP** **Data** Your input
protein sequences should be written in the standard one-letter code. Thus, the allowed characters are
ACDEFGHIKLMNPQRSTVWY. You can choose to upload your sequences either through copy-and-paste in
an input window or by submitting an entire sequence �le \(which must be in plain text format). The �le
must be in FASTA format: sequence should be preceded by a line beginning with the ‘‘>’’ sign followed by
the sequence name. **Programs** In practice, PURE server processes query sequences using a
computationally intensive bioinformatics protocol. A detailed �ow-chart of the protocol is provided in
Figure 1. The web interface is developed in HTML and Java Script. The wrapper scripts for external
programs like PEPCOILS26, TMAP26, PSIPRED27, ScanProsite28, PSI-BLAST29, CD-HIT30 and
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hmmpfam31, while core programs that integrate results, CGI programs and automated e-mail programs
are coded in Perl. Multiple alignment visualization of PSI-BLAST output is enabled using MView32. The
graphics that integrate the results are generated using Bio::Graphics module from Bioperl33.

Procedure
1. If you need to perform domain identi�cation in unassigned regions in your protein sequence, go to
PURE server page - "http://caps.ncbs.res.in/PURE/PURE.html":ttp://caps.ncbs.res.in/PURE/PURE.html 2.
You have two input options \(Figure 2): in the �rst option, you can upload a �le and in the second option,
you can paste your sequence. Click on the option which you want. In both these options, a single
sequence must be provided in the FASTA format: sequence information \(see Equipment Setup section
above) should be preceded by a line beginning with the ‘‘>’’ sign followed by the sequence name. Multiple
sequences cannot be processed by PURE because it is a very computer intensive method. If multiple
sequences are provided, this will generate an error message. a. First option, Upload sequence : you can
upload a �le containing a single sequence; sequence �le must be a text �le.\! CAUTION Uploaded �le
must be a plain text �le \(generally using ASCII or Unicode schemes) while other rich text formats like
those produced by most text editing tools e.g Microsoft Word , cannot be processed by PURE server. b.
Second option, Paste sequence : type in or paste your sequence information in the text box area. Provide
a query name to your job. This is mandatory. If you do not �ll up this information, your request will not be
processed and an error message will be displayed. 3. Enter your valid Email id; PURE results, once
available, will be automatically forwarded to this email account. Make sure that you have provided a valid
Email id. This is mandatory whether you provide the sequence information by uploading a �le or you
paste in sequence in the text box. If you do not �ll up this information, your request will not be processed
and an error message will be displayed. 4. PURE Server is using TMAP and Pepcoils to predict
transmembrane regions and coiled coils region in your query sequence. Users have an option to Switch-
off this �lter, so that the query sequence will not be �ltered using TMAP and COILS programs. 5. Pick up
an appropriate database for PSI-BLAST search. You can choose different databases for PSI-BLAST
search from database menu ; click on the database button to see the different databases available \(like
NR database \(non-redundant database) 34 or SWISSPROT database 35) and click on the database you
want to search for. If you do not select any database by default search is against NR database. \!
CAUTION if you choose NR database for PSI-BLAST search, it may take long time for the database search
and subsequently it takes long time to get PURE results. 6. Choose E-Value for PSI-BLAST search. You
can choose range of E-values for PSI-BLAST search from E-value menu, click on the value you want to
choose and the default is 0.001. E-value is a statistical signi�cance threshold for reporting matches
against database sequences. The smaller this value the more stringent will be criteria for selecting the
hits and the less hits you will get. The higher this value, the less stringent will be your search criteria and
the larger the number of hits that will be picked. However, hits with large E-values, typically above 0.1, can
be detected solely by chance. Default E-value proposed by PURE \(0.001) is a relatively rigorous criterion.
7. Select a CD-HIT threshold value for clustering the output from PSI-BLAST; CD-HIT will cluster
sequences into groups based on sequence identity. A representative sequence from each group will then
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be used for the subsequent Hmmpfam search. This helps not to provide redundant sequences or very
close homologues for the Hmmpfam search. It hence allows a reduction of the number of searches to be
performed and helps to optimize computational time. You can choose from a range of CD-HIT threshold
value for clustering \(between 0.4 and 1). If you provide a small value, there will be less number of
clusters subsequently less number of representative sequences for Hmmpfam search and vice versa. 8.
Choose an appropriate E-Value for Hmmpfam search. You can choose range of E-values for Hmmpfam
search from E-value. The default is set to 0.01. Check comments about E-value in step 6 above. 9.
Indicate the number of cluster representatives from step 7 above that you had like to subject for
Hmmpfam search. The default is set to 50. \! CAUTION Hmmpfam search is computationally intensive
and rate limiting step, therefore chooses lower number of sequences for Hmmpfam search, if you do not
get satisfactory results resubmit the query with higher number of hits for Hmmpfam search but you may
have to wait long time to get PURE results. 10. Click on the “PURE” button to run the analysis once you �ll
up the required information. If you need to modify �lled up information you can reset the page by clicking
on “Clear Form” button. 11. Check for any messages. Depending on the success or failure of sequence
information submission different messages will be displayed. If you have not given required information,
an error message will be displayed, you need to recheck and �ll the required information for successful
submission. If your sequence gets uploaded successfully to the PURE server, you can see the message
“Query Sequence: “your query name” has been successfully uploaded”. You can also see the parameters
which you have selected for PURE run. 12. Once your submission is successful, the sequence will be
processed by server and the results will be sent to the Email address which you have provided. Time
required for processing of your query highly depends on the length of your query and on the parameters
you have chosen \(please see the section on Time Taken to obtain an indication). 13. Check your email
regularly for results from PURE server. Object of messages from PURE server begins with the following
“PURE Server Results for Query : your query name“. In the PURE results emailed, you can see two URL
links: �rst link leads to concise result \(Figure 3); you can see table and graphical form of the results. In
the table form of the result, First column of the table indicates different domains in your sequence. If your
query sequence is not picking up any domain “No Domains Predicted by PURE” message appear in the
2nd row and 1st column of the table. If your sequence is picking up domains, depending on the number
of different domains in query, the number of rows in the table will change. Second column of the table
indicates the frequency of the occurrence of each domain \(a snapshot of an example result File is
shown in Figure 3). In this example, there are two different domains predicted in the query; �rst domain is
TPR_1 which is predicted 3 times out of 12 times. Third column gives Pfam link to the domain. In the
other section of the results, graphical representation of PURE results is shown; you can see the result in
the graphics form which is the integrated representation of the outputs. You can see the lengths of your
query and any fragments after the prediction of coiled coil and transmembrane regions. You can also see
the different predicted domains, connecting sequences or hits responsible for the indirect connections
and E values. Details of the graphics are shown in Figure 3. 14. Click on the second URL which is in the
Email for detailed results of PURE, or click on the link in the concise result which leads to detailed results.
In the detailed results section, we present the results of different programs to the user for clarity \(Figure
4). Because it is a multi-step process, we have divided the detailed results into different subsections: i.
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Check the Pepcoils program results. This program is for the prediction of coiled coil regions that works
around COILS36 algorithm. Click on pepcoils output I to see the original pepcoils output �le. In the
pepcoils output II, if your sequence has predicted coiled coil region, the coiled coil region will be
substituted with “=” symbol. If your sequence does not have predicted coiled coil regions, the original
sequence will be displayed without any modi�cation. ii. Analyze Tmap program results. Tmap is program
for the prediction of transmembrane regions in the sequence. Click on the Tmap output I for the original
Tmap output �le. In the Tmap output II, if your sequence has predicted transmembrane region, the
transmembrane region will be substituted with “x” symbol. If your sequence does not have predicted
transmembrane regions, the original sequence will be displayed without any modi�cation. iii. Check the
integrated Pepcoils and Tmap output. If you wish to see both coiled coil and transmembrane regions in
your sequence, click on the integrated output �le, you can see both the coiled coil and transmembrane
regions, where “=” symbol indicated coiled coil region and symbol “x” indicates transmembrane regions.
iv. Examine the sequence segments extracted from query sequence after �ltering using Pepcoils and
Tmap. Sequence is split into different fragments based on the presence of coiled coil and
transmembrane regions, each fragment should have at least 30 residues to be considered for further
analysis. Click on the sequence segment to see the segment sequence. Different sequence segments will
be considered independently for the further analysis. \! CAUTION If you select “Switch-off Tmap and Coils
�lter” option, results i-iv will not be displayed. v. Check the PSIPRED results; PSIPRED is a program for
secondary structure prediction. If you wish to see the output of PSIPRED program for different sequence
segments, click on the corresponding segments. vi. Assess the PSI-BLAST results. You can see the PSI-
BLAST output for different sequence segments by clicking on the different sequence segments you wish
to see. You can also see the information regarding number of hits in the PSI-BLAST search. If your query
sequence is picking up less than 500 hits, you can also visualize the PSI-BLAST output in the MView
format by clicking on the MView output link for different sequence segments. vii. Check the PROSITE
Results. In this section, you can see the functional motifs predicted by PROSITE scan 28. viii. Look at CD-
HIT Results. In this section, you can obtain information regarding the number of representative
homologues after clustering. ix. Analyze HMMPFAM Results. Here you can see the Hmmpfam search for
the representative homologues. \! CAUTION number of Hmmpfam search results shown depends on the
maximum number of hits you have selected for Hmmpfam search while submitting sequence, this is the
maximum number of sequences that will be displayed in this section. x. Check for the domains assigned
by PURE. In this section of detailed output, you can see the domains assigned to different segments of
your query, if any. Click on the link to see the details of the domains assignment. \(Figure 5) As shown in
�gure 5, you can see your query name above the table for which domains have been assigned. In the
table, �rst column shows number of different connecting sequences, second column shows the probable
domain in your query , third and forth column gives start and end residue number where probable domain
can be associated. Fifth column gives the intermediate sequence id through which domain is predicted in
your query, click on the sequence id to know more about it. Last column provides the E value of the
Hmmpfam search at which domain is associated to the intermediate sequence. For example in the \
(Figure 5), there are 12 connecting sequences through which the domains are picked up. In the table
shows \(row 2) there is a probable TPR_2 domain from 1 to 34 residues of your sequence; ZP_00107619
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is the connecting sequence through which TPR_2 is associated to your sequence. xi. Examine the
graphical representation of PURE results; you can see the result in the graphics form which is the
integrated representation of the all the programs output. You can see the lengths of your query and its
fragments. You can also see the coiled coil and transmembrane regions along with the different predicted
domains connecting sequences and E values. Details of this graphic shown in the \(Figure 3). xii. Check
the concluding remarks; if you want to skip the detailed output of the different programs and see only the
�nal concise output, you can click the link on this section, where you can see the tabular form of the
results. We have explained this table in the earlier section.

Timing
Time taken highly depends on the length of the protein sequence length, number of homologues obtained
and parameters chosen by the user. For example, sequence with 182 residues, which has picked only �ve
hits in PSI-BLAST search, has taken only four minuets, in another example, sequence with 226 residues,
with 50 Hmm searches initiated, took 80 minutes for PURE run. On an average, sequence with 100
residues long with 50 hmm searches starting from homologues take around one hour for PURE run.

Troubleshooting
1. The default minimum length of an unassigned region to be considered for PURE runs is 30 residues.
CAUTION\! If sequence is shorter, this can give rise to several sub-optimal similarities and false positives.
2. If the unassigned region is split into small segments \(< 70 residues) due to the prediction of
transmembrane \(TM) or coiled coil \(CC) regions, the server will not pass through the rest of PURE run. If
you still wanted to search this region against domain families, you can switch-off the option of predicting
TM and CC regions. This will straightaway take your unassigned region for searching in sequence
database for homologues. CAUTION\! This can give rise to false positives since many TM-containing and
CC-containing protein sequences could be obtained as homologues potentially leading to drifts or wrong
connections. 3. If there are too few homologues obtained, you can relax the thresholds, like E-values, in
PSI-BLAST. 4. If too few homologues are entering in domain assignments in the HMM searches, you can
increase the CD-hit thresholds to include more representatives. 5. If there are too many homologous
sequences obtained, the server will accept the �rst 50 hits alone by default since the subsequent HMM
runs are time-intensive. If you did not obtain new relationships between this unassigned region and pre-
existing domain families by indirect connections, you can include more homologues in HMMsearch. This
is possible by increasing the number of homologues from 50 to higher numbers. You can also increase
the number of homologues and simultaneously decrease the CD-hit threshold so that fewer
representatives are alone employed for domain �nding. This is a better option since the sequence space
will be sampled better. CAUTION: increase in the number of homologues can delay the output of results.
Please refer to the section on ‘Time taken’ and be very discreet at this stage since it can also freeze the
machine\! 6. Sometimes, the connections to pre-existing domains could be signi�cant according to E-
values but the alignment lengths suggest a partial similarity. Such possible relationships could be due to
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sub-optimal similarities or due to discontinuous domains or novel domain arrangements and have to be
viewed with caution.

Anticipated Results
The analysis of unassigned regions in proteins by PURE protocol allows for quick and accurate prediction
of protein domains \(for output details see Table 1). Where possible, within the stringent thresholds
applied, it is possible to associate domains to unassigned regions \(see Case 6 or 7 as in Table 1). It is
possible that structure prediction terminates, either due to insu�cient length after prediction of coiled-
coils and TM helices \(Case 1) or due to low predicted secondary structural content \(Case 2) or few
homologous sequences \(Case 3) or inherent sequence alignment length requirements and discontinuous
domains \(Case 5). It is also possible that fewer homologues were alone considered for time-intensive
HMMSEARCH \(Case 4). We are providing relaxations to each of these parameters so that the users can
interfere at different stages, if required, and provide relaxation to cutoffs for these features. However, one
has to be cautious that it is a trade-off between obtaining enhanced connections and encountering false
positives or even drifts. Earlier in our study on class III Adenylyl cyclase proteins, we considered 254
unassigned regions that were at least 30 residues and retain structural content more than 15%. We found
that 67 of the 254 unassigned regions can be associated with pre-existing Pfam families \(Table 2).
These connections could be established only after considering homologous sequences and by consulting
their domain architectures. Most of these connections pertain to distant relationships with pre-existing
domain families, that are not often recorded in SWISSPFAM 19 with less than 30% sequence identity with
known members but are reliable predictions24. Such relationships to additional domains could enhance
our understanding of the overall biological function of the gene product. For example, Q8F152 protein is a
770 residue long guanylyl cyclase protein, with a single guanylyl cyclase domain from 567 to 753, there is
a long unassigned regions at the amino terminus region of the protein from 1 to 566. When we applied
the PURE protocol to this unassigned region it is picking up probable CHASE2 domain in the region of
110 to 480 residues by indirect connections through homologous sequences. A direct search would not
have reliably associated this domain due to poor E-values \(0.026). CHASE domain always occurs N-
terminally in extracellular or periplasmic locations, followed by an intracellular tail housing diverse
enzymatic signaling domains such as histidine kinases and adenylyl cyclases 37. The presence of a
putative CHASE2 domain at the N-terminus suggesting that this domain might be involved in extracellular
ligand and may regulate the activity of cytoplasmic guanylyl cyclase domain activity. In another example,
Q8F690 which is a 492 residues long guanylyl cyclase protein, there is a single guanylyl cyclase domain
at the carboxyl terminal of the protein, there is a 307 residues long unassigned segment at the amino
terminus region of the protein. When we applied the PURE protocol to this unassigned region of the
protein, it is picking up GAF domain. All the 169 connecting sequences are picking up GAF domain,
however, a direct search would not have proposed this relationship with signi�cance \(E-value for direct
search is 0.072). In several species, GAF domains, which are widely expressed small-molecule-binding
domains that regulate enzyme activity, are known to bind cyclic nucleotides in few proteins it may also
participate in the dimerization 38. The newly assigned amino terminal GAF domain to this gene might
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suggest that this domain participates either in the cyclic nucleotide binding or in the protein dimerization
function. In the Q8EXW3 protein there is an assigned region in the carboxyl terminal part of the protein
from 903 t0 979, by applying the PURE protocol to this unassigned region, it is picking up either TPR_1
domain \(3 out of 12 connecting sequences points to TPR_1) or TPR_2 domain \(9 out of 12 connecting
sequences points to TPR_2 domain). The tetratrico peptide repeats \(TPR) is a degenerate 34-amino acid
repeated motif 39 that is widespread in the evolution and known to mediate protein - protein interactions.
In the protein O83498, initially, there are two domains 'HAMP' and guanylate cyclase domain, leaving
behind a fairly large 288 residues long amino terminal unassigned region. We identi�ed one 'Cache'
domain on the N-terminal unassigned region by applying PURE protocol. In most cases, Cache is a
periplasmic or an extracellular domain. Extracellular cache domains are known to bind to small
molecules and transmit the signals to the cytoplasmic catalytic domain 40. Therefore, the putative N-
terminal cache domain may act as signal sensing domain and may regulate the guanylyl cyclase domain
activity along with HAMP domain. FUTURE WORK The domain pro�le library in PURE server will be
periodically updated to be abreast with PFAM database19. We also plan to upgrade the server speed so
that more intense job processes can be handled.
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